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powered by boundary electric

BOUNDARY ELECTRIC
EXPERTS IN ALL THINGS ELECTRICAL SINCE 1947

Boundary Electric began as a manufacturer and distributor of electrical transmission equipment. Founded
by Allen Napoleon Docksteader and his son Wes E. Docksteader in 1947, the company has passed through
four generations.
Today, Boundary Electric is a leader in electrical solutions for the Cryptocurrency Mining Industry. Our
expertise includes modular data center manufacturing, custom built switchgear, project management, and
transformer sourcing. From an 85 MW substation project for DMG Blockchain in Christina Lake, BC, ever
expanding projects with Creek Road Miners, to being the modular data center supplier for the largest oil
and gas flair mitigation projects in North Dakota & Montana - Boundary Electric has worked with the top
Crypto mining companies in the world.

CRYPTO CURRENCY
MINING SOLUTIONS
MODULAR DATA CENTERS
TRANSFORMERS
CUSTOM SWITCHGEAR
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
LOGISTICS

Whether it be a state of the art modular
data center, a fully customized mining
building, project management, custom
built switchgear, or specific transformer
needs - Boundary Electric has you
covered.

MODULAR DATA CENTERS
Boundary Electric's products have been designed for rapid
deployment and high energy efficiency. Our modular data
centers are fully customizable, and designed to optimize
computing density.
TRANSFORMERS & SWITCHGEAR
With our 13 acres of inventory and our trusted network of
reputable suppliers for oil and dry type transformers, we
will be able to supply you with the best lead times and
price to fit your budget and timeline. Our design and
manufacturing experts is also highly skilled in building
custom switchgear to suit your needs.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT & LOGISTICS
Our highly experienced project management team will be
with you every step of the way - from the initial design and
sale to the deployment of the product. Highly organized
logistics and communication are our specialty.
Boundary Electric works with industry leaders and are
proud to offer dependable, and efficient mining logistics
solutions to clients around the world.

MODULAR DATA CENTERS
PLUG & PLAY
Boundary Electric's Modular Data Center is a
fully customizable turnkey solution for mining
that includes a 40' Modular Data Centre and a
1MW transformer. This product can also be
fully customized to suit your needs.
Whether you require a larger transformer
size, have specific weather resistant
requirements, or need to meet a certain
region's electrical certification - our modular
data center is highly customizable.

DATA CENTER SPECS
270 Model: Designed to hold up to 270 new generation
miners. Customizable to your specs.
Flexible rack power density 12.5kW, 25kW per rack
within 250kW enclosure.
Gas usage for a 40ft Boundary MDC:
240 unit (S19) 225 MCF per day
270 unit (S19) 243 MCF per day
High-availability power design features dual feeds and
UPS with automatic transfer
Rugged, modular steel structure for security and fire
resistance
Automatic fire suppression - low risk of equipment
damage
Controlled atmosphere environment with dust-proof
entrance vestibules
SLA performance that matches data center providers in
typical metropolitan locations
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Our Modular Data Centers are industry customized with CSA & UL
certification. Our products are designed, constructed, and wired in our
three ISO 9001:2015 certified manufacturing facilities spanning 60,000
square feet located in the Kootenay Region of British Columbia, Canada.

LOGISTICS
Boundary Electric's Modular Data Center 270 Model is conveniently built to fit on a 53' step deck
truck. This allows for easy and quick shipping to the site of your choosing.
Our highly experienced operational management team can also assist you with the sourcing,
purchasing and installation of the cryptocurrency miners of your choosing.
Boundary Electric works with industry leaders and are proud to offer dependable, and efficient
mining logistics solutions to clients around the world.

CUSTOMIZED MINING FACILITIES
TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
Boundary Electric has extensive experience
with the design and fabrication of all types of
customized mining operations. Whether you
have a pre-built building that you are looking
to mine in, or would like a customized turn
key solution - Boundary Electric can assist
with every step of the process.
Our state of the art racking system can be
custom designed to suit any space.
Boundary Electric's Engineering and
Innovation Team is also available for
consultation and design services upon
request.

TRANSFORMERS

NEW & USED TRANSFORMERS
Boundary Electric specializes in the supply and repair of transformers of all types and sizes with a concentration on
oil-filled and dry type transformers. We service clients around the globe in diverse industries such as oil and gas,
lumber, resource mining, electrical utilities, and cryptocurrency. With over 75 years in business, we have built strong
relationships with our suppliers, we are proud to pass on the best price and lead time available to our clients.
RECONDITIONING
Boundary Electric's Transformer Reconditioning Facility is located on 13 acres of land in Grand Forks, BC. The
Transformer Reconditioning Team is highly experienced in all aspects of the reconditioning of transformers,
including Transformer Meger Testing, High Potential Testing, Sandblasting, Painting and much more.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
DMG BLOCKCHAIN

NORTH DAKOTA & MONTANA

Partnered with DMG Blockchain to build a site for
cryptocurrency mining. Organized delivery and
installation for 85 MW substation at Christina
Lake. Project scope included the control center
construction, 24 custom-built 2500 kVA
substations, underground cabling, HV cabling,
and the design and construction of the mining
warehouse shelves and wiring.

Boundary Electric is an ongoing modular data
center and transformer supplier for the largest oil
and gas flair mitigation company in the USA. We
have deployed over 100 data centers and
transformers to this company, and our
relationship continues to grow.

CREEK ROAD MINERS
Boundary Electric is the ongoing modular data
center supplier for Creek Road Miners. Creek
Road Miners leverages mobile power generation
units and mining facilities to overcome the
economic barriers to utilizing the abundance of
stranded natural gas in the U.S. market, while
acquiring energy suppliers to create multiple
revenue streams.

BITFURY
Supplied and delivered power for Bitfury’s sites in
Drumheller and Three Hills, Alberta. Designed and
fabricated customized power skids and worked with 25
kV splitters.

MODERN MINING
Supplied the transformers for Canada's first
dedicated immersion mining operation.

ADDITIONAL PROJECT PARTNERS
BLOCKLAB
IRIS ENERGY
ATLAS POWER
CRYPTECH SOLUTIONS
ENERGYX
COMPASS MINING

TOLL FREE: 1-800-663-5598
LOCAL: 250-442-5561
SALES@BOUNDARYELECTRIC.COM
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